
CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

Learn how Streem cut costs and automated their
content analysis workflow to provide personal,
flexible and relevant news to their end-users with
AYLIEN Text Analysis API.

Content Aggregation

NEWS AND MEDIA



The team at Streem needed a fast, API-based service that allowed
them to analyze large streams of content in as close to real-time as
possible.

Their customers require targeted, informed and flexible news alerts
based on what's interesting to them.

Dealing with vast amounts of content, Streem needed the ability to
intelligently identify mentions of people, organizations, keywords
and locations while categorizing content into standardized buckets.

An automated workflow would allow them to scale their monitoring
beyond human capabilities and deliver targeted news alerts as close
to publication time as possible.   

INTELLIGENT NEWS
MONITORING
NLP Driven, On Demand News Monitoring with Streem
Powered by AYLIEN

Continue reading  >

Streem analyzes realtime
online, television, audience
and social data streams,
delivering live news tracking
and analysis to customers in
government and corporate
media relations.

About Streem

At the rate content is being created
on the web today, it's beyond human
capabilities to stay abreast of what
matters.

This has brought about the rise of
intelligent and customizable content
aggregators, news apps and media
monitoring solutions.
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News aggregation and
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THE CHALLENGE

Volume, Speed, Accuracy



With the Classification endpoint,
you can automatically classify large
numbers of documents or URLs into
a different categories. The API can
classify text based on 2 different
taxonomies; IPTC SubjectCode and
IAB QAG taxonomy.

Classification

Entity and Concept
Extraction

FEATURES USED
Streem have built an automated content analysis workflow
which sources, tags and categorizes content by extracting
what matters using AYLIEN's Entity & Concept extraction
and categorization capabilities.

AYLIEN extracts key points of information from each piece
of content analyzed using Natural Language Processing
and Machine Learning techniques.

Entity and Concept Extraction - Streem identify
keywords, mentions of people, places and organizations
along with any key information like monetary or
percentage values in news articles and blogs.

Classification - AYLIEN's classification capabilities allow
Streem to categorize content into predefined buckets that
suit their users taste. 

THE SOLUTION

WHY AYLIEN?

"The accuracy of Aylien was higher than
competing providers, and the integration
process was much simpler." - Elgar Welch, Streem

Frustrated with both the accuracy and ROI they were
seeing from an incumbent solution, Streem decided to
evaluate their options in sourcing an alternative provider. 

Streem had 3 key points of consideration in evaluating and
benchmarking various solutions; Performance, Cost and
Set up investment.

AYLIEN provided a more accurate solution, faster time to
value and over all greater return on investment.

Extract any Entities (people,
locations, organizations) or values
(URLS, emails, phone numbers,
currency amounts and percentages)

mentioned in a given text.

Cost, Performance, Time to Value



THE RESULTS

Return on Investment

30%

Improved Accuracy Time to Value

Streem now ingest and analyze tens of thousands of pieces of content on a daily basis in near real
time. Their back end process, powered by AYLIEN, extracts key pieces of information on which their
users can build tailored, flexible searches, alerts and informed monitoring capabilities around news
events that matter to them.

Using AYLIEN's state of the art solutions, the team at Streem now have more time to invest in their
own product offering, delivering the best news aggregation service possible to their users. 

Content Analysis at Scale

750,000+ Articles/Month

Without comprimizing on performance, Streem cut their

costs by up to 30% by moving to AYLIEN from a

competing product.

Streem benefited from AYLIEN's advanced Entity and

Concept extraction capabilities by improving their

ability to identify and pin point key mentions of people
and organizations.

Streem now process and analyze upwards of 750,000
articles on a monthly basis.

AYLIEN's comprehensive documentation and SDK's

meant Streem were plugged in and up and running in

a matter of hours.

Accurate, Targeted, Intelligent News Monitoring

info@aylien.com

+35315983168

Evaluating Text Analysis solutions?

Get in touch today! 
Talk to an Expert

http://aylien.com/contact/


AYLIEN is an AI company based out of Dublin,
Ireland. We build high performing easy to use
Content Analysis solutions for organizations who
need to extract useful information from massive
amounts of unstructured content.

For more information visit: AYLIEN.com
or call +353 15983168
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